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The Best of ERIC presents annotations of ER1C4iterature
on important topics in educational management.

The selections are intended to give educators easy access
to the most significant and useful information available from
ERIC. Because of space limitations, the iteMs listed should
be viewed as'representative. rather than exhaustive, of liter-
ature meeting those criteria.

MateriaJe were selected for inclusion from the ERIC
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.Coping with Stress
II Adams; lobo D. "Guidelinef for Stress Management

and Life Style Changes.v Personnel Administrator, 24,
6 (Jun11979), pp. 35-38, 44. EJ 203 088.

Three pirogoisevirctors mediate an individual's experience of
stress: the individual's personality, his or her interpersonal environ-
ment, And the nature of the organization in which he or she works.
Although change in any of these areas is very difficult to
accomplish, there are several sensible actions an individual can.
take in each area to Aianage stress effectively.

Adams, an organization deVelopment consultant, notes several
organizational improvements that can reduce job stress, such as

role clarification, stress education and assessment, and "identifica-
tion and changrof stressprovoking norms."Ahe emphasis of this
article, however, is on changes irr the .personal sphere. Adams
presents( several sensible and practical guidelines for "facilitating
healthful life style changes," since many people have difficulty
with such changes.

Adams emphasizes that changing one's stress-creating behaviors
must be a gradual prgcess. Wholesale life-style changes, like crash

ets, are doomed efailure. The first prerequisite for change is an-
xplicit personal decision commitment to change. "Often, this

mobilizing decision comes as a result of, sorne.'shock,' either to
one's serf or to a relative or close friend," but such an experience is
not necessary.

The next step is to decide on a simple, manageable change
project: Try this single life-style change for a minimum of three
weeks, and then decide whether it is erorth continuing. Slowly,
exchange old habits and activities for new, taking on easier changes
early on to build up confidence and momentum.

C6%
When you do experience heavy and prolonged stress, try not to

bottle upend simmer. Instead, reach out and take initiative move
"towerds the environrnent in a positive and thoyghtful way." Often,

CY) other people will root exptett you to change and svjll resist such
changes. So build and Maintain interpersonal support systems that
will facilitate and encourage positive change' .

MIN%

Clammathro, Michael C., and Giammatteo Wens
M., Executive Well-Being: Stress antrAdministrators.

\ Reston, Virginia: National Association of. Secondary. .

School Prinsipals, 1900..69par/es. ED number not yet
assigned.

The autlors of this monograph, foner ucators and school
administrators who are now rkecticing psychol*Ists, combine their

,
expertise in all areas to help administrators deal successfully with
stress.

Utilizing a tnodel for dealing with itsess that includes sfress
awareness, tolerance, reduction, and management,' the authors
offer a number of specific techniques for both' dealing with stress
and decreasing it. Onfortunately, the model is sometimes fuzzy,
and definitions of parts of the model are inconsistent and poorly
differentiated throughout the- book. Yet. the weaknesses of their
theoretical framework are m'ore (Ilan balanced by their insightful
and prktical suggestions. Perhaps their unique contribution lies in
their concept ot stress awareness.

gmphasizing that unknown or unrecognized stressors hove much
more power over people than do identified stressors, the
Glammatteos provide a number of ,helpful exercises to heighten'
stress awareness. These exercises help adminiitrators identify
specific ."sources of overload" connected with major changes,
impulsive behavior, lack of role clarity, overwork, ar;d unchalleng-
Mg work. They help-administrators recognize their own "tipe A"
behavior and provide an exercise for tallying a personal "stress
score.", Using these exercises, administrators can pinpoint eXact
causes'of stress and begin to deal with rather than repress them..

The Ciammatteos also take an unusuartack in focusingon inter-
personal conflicts .as a source of stress. They recommend
techniques to increase tolerabce of others' ideas and point out that
the unwillingness or inability to express one's feelings often leads to
increasedlitress.-

Through these and other suggestions and perceptions, the
authors successfully apply the most current insights of counselors
and therapists 'to The everyday problems of today's school
administrators.

Howard, lobo H4 C 'Onnin;gham, D. Ad. Redwitater,
P. A. "Worlf Patterns Associated with Type A
Behavior: A Managerial Population." Human Rela-
tions, 30, 9 (Septethber 1977), pp. 825-36. E1 169 823.

"Type A behavior," say ttie authors, is characterized by "chronic
and excessive struggle, competitiveness, ambition, and
impatience as well as by "'a high need for achievement" and "a
strong sense of time urgency." Type A behavior has been positively
c rrelated with an increasensk of coronary heart disease. ,

14 this study, the authorf,efiamined 256 managers from twelve
companies to determine the relationship§ between Type A behavior
and certain work patterns and fob characteristics. Overall, 61
percent of the managers were found to be Type A, on4 about hilf oft .

a .
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these miltagers were' conskie're'd -to be "extreme" Type A's. I)
Companies that were growing at

W

a high rate tended to have a
-greater percentage of Type A managers 7 up to 76 percent. Extreme
Type Ws, the authors speculate, may represent the traditional dead-
wood of a company. .

,

Extreme Type A's tended to work more discretionary hours every
week and travel more days per year than fhe other types. Type A's
as a group also had a higher median salary than 1 ype 13's. In an
anarysis of job tension factors, the authors found that Type A's
scored low on "contentment." In contrast to the more satisfied
Tyne 11's, Tyr A's had heavier workloads, held positions of super-
visory r SPonsibility, made decisions on others' careers, and worked
in com wfition with others

.

:41/Pe A's, on the other handAelt the least "locked-in" by their
lobs, a finding reflecting their greaterpersonal confidence X Type
A manager, state the authors, "feels that his education and training
are adequate for the west nt and future and that theee are'alterna-
tivr; organizatio% in whir i.he can (Welop his career

thnisaker, Phillip L; Mudgett, William C.; and
Wynne, Bayard P. "Assessing and' Developing Ad-
ministrators for Turbulent Envirooments." Adminis-
tratipn and Society, 7, 3 (November 1975), Pp. 312-27.
El 1.10 910 .

Accohling to the stuchies of several psycholbgists and Organi.za- ,

must be flexible tocha ging circumstances, tolerant of ambiguity,
tional scientists, the su ccessful administrator, of the near 'future

and have an attitude "dilrected toward inquiry and novelty." To help
in detecting and deYeloping such qualities, the authors have
develdped a model s stem for ."selecting and preparing adminj-
'strators for the organ c daptive organizations and turbulent-field
environments, whict irv already becoming reality for many-
organizations

One part of the a ithors' model is tO use v.arious psychological
screening methods tb determine who can and cannot cope with'a.
turbulent work environment. An individual's score on the "Purdue-.
Rutgers Prior Experience Inventory, IL': for example, indicates the
optimal leel of incongruity expected by the individual from his or
her environment Higher scores indicate.a greater capacity,for tur-

.
bulent environments.

Another approach is to use behavioral simulation; whict the
authors explain, is somewhere IletwJen the simple decision test's
used in administrative assessment centers and an on-the-job test of
a potential administrator The "Leadership Assess, ment and Training
Simulation" models "much,of the ,complexity and realism Of real
life decision situations, and participants report high degrees of

,
motivation and involvement

;.

lhe authors also describe techniques for classifying job environ-
ments- according to how compkor 'and turbulent they are. in their
overall scheme, potential administratots would first undergo the
various scleening and testing procedures and then be placed in a
job environmenfithat makhed their own tolerances and abilities.

portion of the survey. kespondentsvere to indicate Such things as
whether they "work exCessively," "lose sight of what's really impOr.
tant," and "set impossible deadlines" self-characterivics 'that
people are almost never aware of or able to admit; even to
themselves.

The findings that are valuable here, however, are the managers'
perceptions of what causes stress for them and their techniques for
dealing with it. The leading causes of stress cited were a heavy
workload, time pressures and unrealistic deadlines. The post
common method omF coping with stress was delegating worksinstead
of carrying the workload. alone. The authors report that one
manager noted that delegating responsibility "helps prevent stress
from building up and at the same time gives die suliadinate a good
feeling of accomplishment! This me$hodoficoliipg suggests many
administrators are aware of, the situations that cause stress and
attempt to reduce the stress in-a realistic and appropriate way. .-

The second most popular method ol co.ping with stress was to
analyze the stress-Producing situation and decide what was and
what was not worth worrying about. The authors call this "a tool for
selecting an ar.ipropriate response to prevent stress from turning
into distress."

Kiev, Ad, and. Kohn, Vera. Executive Stress; An AMA
Survey Report: New York; AMACOM, American Man-
agement Associations, 1979. 64 pages. I. D number

not yet assigned.

In this well-written publication Kiev and Kohn report the results
of a massive survey of. members of the American Management
Awwiations, More than 2,500 respondents offered their percep
tions of what caOses itress, how to cope with it, pnd how much
streSs they exPerience..

Although Kiev.:1m1Kohn place great Importance onthe fact that
the managers' did not report experiencing much tress ("The resultS
do not support the popular image of the harried.executive"), the
wording id 'their swvey questions all bif !legates findings on this

, U.

rersnum, James .S.."Executive Stress Management."
onhel Administrator, 24, 14 (November 1979), pR.

.s 23-26. El numbor_ not yet assigned ,

Stress, saysivianuso, is,"a pattern of biochemical, functional and
structural change that is involved in coping with any increased

!". demand upon, vital attivity, especially adaptation to new
.situatior11." Occupational stress can be cauSed by, any one of a
Riumber of imbalances: too much or too little w6rk, an overly

ambiguous or overly rigid *orVenvironment, extreme amounts *of
responsibility, or either too much or too little change. Stress, in turn,
can causea variety of well-known physical and mental disorders,
including .headache, allergies, ',ulcers, hypertension, and heart
disease.

'the key to reducing the effects of stress, says Manuso, is'
"learning how to regulate the system internally." One regulatory
techniquecis called the "quieting r4Sponse": when a stressful situa-
tion comes up, "one takes two &liberate deep breaths, paying
attention to relating the jaw, the shoulders and tongue," while.
telling oneself not tO get involved in the stress. This is usually
enough to beak the :'stress response." For stress control on a long-
tern' basis, Manuso recOmmends learning some system of deep
relaxation, such as meditation or biofeedback training.

Al the Equitable I ife Assurtmce Society, whe e.Manuso works'as
il clinical psychologist in the employee heald department, a stress
management program helps empkiyees s ming 'stress-related
symptoms to'relax. Following a medical exa i, streised emptbyees
receive tska weeks Of biofeedbac trainin ollowed by fiveWeeks
of deep relaxation training and vlor modification. The
compaey has benefited considerably by this policy, says Manuso,



not oqly tn decreasoil htalth program costs. btft In increased
",,i . '

Mcqaffsy, Thoaas N. "New Morizoni In Organiza7.
tional Stress 'freventioq.- Approaches." °Perwnnei.
Adminislyi9rf,-,23; 11 (Novi3i.nber 1970),.pp, 2612.. e,
192 434. .

"Stress .Aisorders cos' t organizations...an eitimated $17 'to .$25
billion. each year in .lost Oerformance; absenteeism, and health
benefit payMents," states McGaffey Much of this,expense could be
saved; thos0, il.organikations had,comprehensive stress even-
tion Intsgrartis:" ," .

. A good streiS.Prevention system should have two components: d
generalized ."stress preveritton Program and a crisis intervention
program. The goneralizedprogram rnight include exercise, biofeed;
back, and meditation programs, as well as education about stress.
Such Programs arr growing rapidly in popularity, says McGaffey.°
For soorroste, "over,120 c'ompanies provide'their employees an
opportunity to lairn transcendental meditation anOome are even

_providing special rooms for meditation."
. But there will 'always be a certain high-risk group of emplbyees

for Which such generalqred programs will not work. For this sub-"
group, McGaf fey encouiages the use of an eadlocrisis intervention
program called the E;nployee Assistance Program (EAP).

. . -Under- FAP., emplOyees showing significant signs of stress
(enough to..aifed performance) are referred by their supervisors to

s.. ..
the "tn-House Coordinator" Of the F..AP. The coordinator explains
the E "motivates ,the ensployee to use the program and*
establiShes 'the initiarcentactwith the Diagnostic and Referral
Agent." This* agent is preferably "a specialized and integrated

%/stern of Professionals.outside the organization" who monitor and
integratetheemplOyee's treatment with physicians, lawyervpsych-
ologists, andfamily.and vocational COAselors. Several companies
that have established EAPs report large decreases in absenteeism
arid Medicalcosts 'for employees treated in the program.

1

Quick, limes C., and Quick, jonathr D. "Reducing
Stress Through Preventive Management." Human
Resource Management:18; 3 041979), pp. 15-22. El
number not yet assigned.

Administrators' should not try. to eliminate job stress in their
organizations, state the authors; rather they should attempt to
manage stress. The goal should be,to maximize ''eustre'ss (euphoria
and stress), a .growthful, adaptive, healthy state ..of .pleasurible
arousal," while, minimizing destructive stress, .or Ooth

kinds of stress are the result of the stimulation of the body's "fight-
orllight" reaction; the difference is in how the individual manages
";the increased energy made?wailable through this response."

Employee stress can be ma aged with two levels of preventive
management actions. Level I echniques are organizational 'in
nature and involve analyzing anetructuing job roles to reduce'
distress and petovide greater job s tisfaction. For example, in the

"rok analysis" technique -which is designed for stoss-situations,
caused by ambiguously defined work roles -"role prbfites". are
generated and coordinated by those pgrsons In the organization

iwho have expectations regarding the .111-defined position. "+

.4r LeVels preventive Management actions ate aimed at the
individual level. These techniques "attempt to inhibit the 'fight-or-

respme beforf it occurs or to provkle a means for the
( lndivklual to dissipate' the disuessful coisequences of the

responSe."
Some Level techniques are directed at relieving specifk

vfniptomv, such as tense muscles or a rapidly be4ting heart.
'Included hercare blofeeilirkk and "atitögenics"- a derkrative of
self-hypnmit.''bther techniques,. such as "syitematic desensiti-
zatkm" and "dynamic psychritheraoy7..are directed at spedfic
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sstressors
(for exkmple, fear of public speaking). A. trained clinician is

recommended for these techniques. Fina1IY. there are general
techniques that have prqved themseLves as stress preventOrs,
including aerobic. exercise, meditation,fand systematic relaxation.

Reed, Sallx, "What You Can Do to Prevent Teacher
Burnout." National Elementary *PrincjpaG58: 3 (Marsh
1979), pp. 67-70. 6,1199 444.

Principals have long been aware orthe symptoms of teacher
burnout'particularly.in veteran teachers with seven to ten years of
experience. But now: says Reed, the .senior editor of Instructor
magazine, the burnout syndrome is bectrming an epidemic. Surveys
are finding tkat teachers are becoming increasingly bored,
disillusioned, and dissatisfied with their jobs. And the NEA reports
that teachers are leaving the profession much earlier in their
careers, particularly the best and Crightest teachers.

So what can principals do to prevent burnout and keep teachers
gding? Reed offers a wealth of suggestions, along with many
'specific examples, to illustrate her recommendations. Since bore-
dom is onp widely reported symptom of burnout, Reed suggests
new chaq nges and fresh environments-to spice up teachers' lives.
Teachers can be allowed to switch classrooms and grades and
expand in o new curriculum areas. Principal's can help teachers get
sabbaticals, exchange opportunities, grants, and fellowships, and
can encourage teathers to usetheir professional days.

To keep good teachers in the profeNion, peir4ipals can alldw and
encoufage them to job-share their pOsitions with,someone else. And
to combat feelings of alienation and powerlessness, principals can
involVe teachers in the decision-making process, particularly in
matters that affect the teachers directly.
' According to one researther who studird "the life passages of
teaching," most schools "do nbt reinforce, or promote the mentor
system that many other professions use." Reed suggests that to
increase teacher self-esteem, 15rincipals place veteran instructors in
charge of new employees "tb inspire, to teach, (an01 to guide."

Schulei, Randall S, "Effectiye Use of Cohnnunication
to' Minimize Employee Stress." Personriel Admini-
strator, 24, b (June 1979), pp. 40-44. E) 203 089.

Employee stress can arise from feelings of inability to do in
assigned-job, lack Of feedbaCk from managemek not knowing
what to do or how to do it, or from personal value conflicts.
Elfective and proper use of conimunication by superolsors camdo
much to reduce these soqrces of employee stress. Schuler' here
discusses seven categories of communicatkm behavkos that can

`'



either induce or reduce stress, and outlines seVeral,gener'al skills of
good iomMynicatiOn.

Encouragement; or, ,',:achievenient ornrmtnication behavior" as
Schuler calls, it; is a valUable technique for inCreasing the
employee's Kelings of selt:wrirtfi and confidence..This is especially
important for newer employees and employees facing difficult
assignments; .with simple encouragement, employee stress is

vreduced while motivation is enhanced. Both encouragement and its
opposite, "ego deflation communication behavior," tend to be self-
fulf wfiat the.supervisor expects is what theemployee usiiallv
delivers. .

In some situations, "participative communication behavior" is
calledfor inwhich supervisor and 'employee discuss and.iron out
copflicts`and inconststencies on a one-to-one basis. In other circum-
stances, a directive' apProach in which the srupervisor tells the
employee exactly what is to be done and how tO do it may be the
least stressful. Directive coMnpnicatkin. Is appropriate when("the
employee doesn't want or have the information to deternline OKhat
to do or how to do something.':The effective suPeriisor, concludesthhuler, knows hoii; to use the var;ous communication behaviors at

e actropriate times, to get the .job done while keeping employee
. stress to a minimum. . ;

.. .

Swirt, Boyd, and Gmetch, Walter H. Stress at the
Elesk and How to CrOatively Cbpe. OSSC Bulletin
Volume 21, Nlimber 4. Eugene, Oregon: Oregon.
School Study Council 1977. 51 Pages. ED 146 698

What techniques are used .by Oregon school administrators to
cope with stress? In this monograph, Swent and Gmelch report the
results of a 1977 survey that determined nod only the methods anti
strategfies of stress managemeht used by these educators, but also
the demands that caused,the most st,ess in their lives.

The most common coping strategies were physiological in
nature. In addition to physical work and exercise, administrators
mentioded. such ielaxation activities as,. yoga, meditatiOn, and
hObbies. Other frequently 'used strategies involved' separating
oneself from the work environinent. Sortie individuals isolated
themselves in their homes, while, others traveled to the mountains
or sem,hore to escipe. Many edac4tors'fostered friendships outside
the immediate educational environment so they could "Aiscuss
with non-educatOrs topic's other than education."

Cognitive activities used as coping techniques commonly
involved Vositive attitudes and supportive philosophies -of life."
Responses included "establishing realistic goali," "learning to know
one's self, maintaining a sense of humor," and "believing in and
practicing the Christian ethiV

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a
national information syitem op*rated by th ational Institute of
Education ERIC 'serves educators by u Asemina g research rev. 'IS
and other resource information that can be used i 1h/eloping more
effective educational progrOns. The EPIC Cle inghouse on
Educational Management. one of several sdch unitS the system:
Was established at the University Of Oregon in 966. The
Clearinghouse and its companion units process iearc reports
arid lournal articles tor announcement in ERIC's In and a tract
bulletins

Besides processing docurhents and )ournal articles!. t
Clearinghouse piapares bibliographies, literature reviews,
monographs, and other interpretive research studieson topica in its
educationallrea .1

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract With the
National Institute of Education, U.S Department of Health,
Education, and Welfale Contractors undertaking such dtolects
under government sponsorship ars ancouragad to express freely
their ludgment in profistional and technical matters. Prior tO
publication, the manuidipt was submitted to the Association of
California School Administrators for critical review and

I

'

Surprisingly, the least Mentioned .coping strategies werk thq.s4
dealing with the acquisition ,iff .intrrpersonal and. management
skills. The authors speculatet that admifils.ttators may not teccirtize
suCh techniques as sucCessful stress.reducers, or else they-may not
yet have mastered thesetechniques.

. Most of the top stressors,percelyed by the Oregon adffilnistrators
'were "constraints intrinsic to administration," such as complying
with rules, attending meetings, and dealing with interruf!fting 'phone
calls. Other stressois wereinterpersonal and intrapersonal in nature,
such as having to inake dechions that. would affect colleagues,
[VS0 iqs Cimflicts, and imposing
oneself.

,

excessittely high demands on

Vetter, Eric "W. "Role Pressure and the chi.3ol

NASSP BullgtinAk, 403.,(November 19761 'f
pp. 114% El 156 NO.

.

1,A principal's' behavior is shaped by two forces: the ','role
demands" put on the principal byllepons either internal or external
to the school, and the principal's own ideas of hOw he dr she shotild
behave. "Rote, pressure" deyelops, says Vetter, whenever there is
conflict between the demands df two or more of these'rple senders,

-when there are too many demand; to.be handled, or when there is
ancinability to perform a ,)nst role clemancl: (role inadequacy).ft

The sensible "Manage 'al,. aPproach" that Vetter outlines, for
handl ing mallagemep%siresiminvolves "It 13roactive'posture tO take
command of the role selationship in 'order toiaciiieve better job
result's and to reduce role ,stress." 'One optiorr is ,to openli, 'and
maturely diseuss":with role senders .(teachers, parentS, students,
fellow administrators, and so, forth) their expectations arid'.
demands, and to eXplain to them your own' views arcerning what'

N. .
should be expected of you: .

Another odtion is to "co-opt" role senders into Shating.responsi-
bility fol the behavior they are deranding. The Oumber of role
demands can be cut down lA, arranqing the physic li ice space to ,

.limit the principal's accessibility, or by requiring c aln requests to
be in writing. Consolidating ride senders, 'as- with the PTA, ialso
reduces the volume of requests, but in turn greatly increases the
intensity of the demands that aremade.

In addition to limiting and refining external role demands, the
principal shOuld learn to managehisor her total life. "An inventory
of outside involvements" is one technique for determining pressure
sources. Another very useful option is to use "Metraprescriptions":
self-devised rules for governing one's own behavior. Priority setting
is yet another technique Vetter aiscusses for dealing With stress
proactively rather than reactively.

ir

44

determination of professional cdrnpetence. This publication has met
such standards. Points of view or opini ns, however, do not
neceisarily represent. the official view or pinion of either the
Association c California School Administr tors Or the National
Institute of Education.
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